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Undefeated SAM is IM basketball leader

By Rob Dresser

The first round of the A1 league games is almost finished, and the teams that have emerged as the team to beat is not pre-season favorites DU or SAM. The SAMmenes edged the SAE 42-40 at the SAE-Es drop the 39-34 lead that they had with two minutes to go. They then played a DU surge which dropped a point halftime deficit into a 34-37 tie, the SAMmenes triumphed with Stu Kamer G slinking a pair of free throws to sew up the win.

SAM is 4-0 while DU at 2-2 are 2-1 pending the outcome of last night's game against each other. In the A1 action, SAM beat KS 38-32; SAE over AEPB 44-36; SA over KS 30-21; SAM over AEP 44-35; and DU over KS, 49-26.

In a league play, DTD and PGD have the longest streak of wins with both sporting 2-0 scores. DTD beat BU 33-32 and PLP 53-37 while PGD edged out TDC 37-35 and stumped SC 39-32. This year's A1 league seems to have a higher percentage of top caliber players than ever before.
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